Abstract-As a multiethnic and multilingual population, Lampung province can be broadly divided into two groups; the indigenous population (Lampung ethnic) and immigrant population. Abung Lampungese community, as one of Lampung ethnic, has a unique and varied terms of address, and it also has a rule of use. This study aims to investigate the forms and the rules of terms of address used in Abung Lampungese by using qualitative descriptive design, observation and interview as the data collection techniques. There are ten terms of address and twelve factors of the terms of address rules and norms in Lampungese found in this study, each of which portrays the relationship between the speaker and the interlocutor.
Language is closely related to culture of speaker's social life. Kramch (1998) states that there are three connections between language and culture. First, language expresses cultural reality. The language or words expressed by the speakers refer to the experience the speaker has experienced. They express facts, ideas, or events that can be communicated, because they refer to knowledge about the world that other people also understand. In addition, Wijana, I Dewa Putu and Rohmadi (2006) also stated that words can also reflect the speaker's attitude, beliefs, and views of life.
Second, language embodies cultural reality. In addition to expressing the experience, the community members or social groups creates the experiences through language. They give meaning to create their experiences through language media, choose language media to communicate with others. As the example, when talking through phone, writing letter through e-mail, reading newspaper or interpreting a graphic or chart. The ways people communicate through talking, reading or visual media create understandable meaning, such as speaker tone, accent, conversation style, conversation style, gesture and facial expression. Soepomo (2009) also stated that verbal and nonverbal aspects show language as an incarnation of cultural reality. Third, language symbolizes cultural reality. Language is a sign system that reflects the cultural value of its people. The identity of the speakers can be seen from the language they are used. Language is a symbol of social identity of the community. Koentjaraningrat (1990) also stated the connection of language and culture by elaborating the elements of cultural universals. The elements of cultural universals are (1) language, (2) knowledge system, (3) social organization, (4) daily equipment and technology system, (5) livelihood system, (6) religious system, and (7) art.
Sapir-Whorf postulated the theory of connection between language and culture of the societies. This theory is known as Sapir-Whorf hypothesis or Linguistic Relativity theory. This theory is quoted by Poedjosoedarmo (1968) , Wardhaugh (1986) , Trudgil (1995) , Lyons (1995) , Sibarani (2004) and Wijana and I Dewa Putu (2010) . Sapir-Whorf stated that the relation between language and certain society is an integral part of its culture and the lexical distinction made by each language tend to reflect the characteristics of objects, institutions, and activities which culturally important in that society.
Abung Lampungese ethnic society has Lampungese language as the embodiment of the culture of Lampungese people. The linguistic terms used in addressing someone is called tutugh/tutur/tutor. Tutugh/tutur/tutor is a term of address, the way of addressing or addressing a member of one relative with another relative (Hadikusuma, Arifin, Barusman: 1966 Lampungese people has mores and norms in communicating, the way of addressing someone is part of it. Younger people should lower the intonation when speaking to the elder or respected people, between in-law (sabai) both male and female should use the terms of address saya (I) and puskam (sir), between daughter in-law/son in-law (anak mattuw) and mother/father in-law (mintuha, metohou), daughter in-law/son in-law should show respect to the father/mother in law by addressing him/herself as hikam (I) and puskam (sir/madam). On the contrary, father/mother in-law address nikam, metei, kuti (You) to his/her daughter/son in-law and it is inappropriate to address niku (you) to his/her daughter/son in-law. Those who can not address his opponent's speech correctly is considered as less civilized. (Hadikusuma, Arifin, & Barusman: 1996).
The uniqueness, roles, and norms contained in the terms of address in Abung Lampungese Language need to be studied further. As an asset of regional and national culture, it needs attention, protection and development, therefore further research and description are needed descriptively, this research informs the reader about the terms of address in Abung Lampungese Language and the rules and norms of the use of terms of address of Abung Lampungese Language.
II. METHOD
The researchers use observation and interview in collecting the data in this descriptive research. Observation is used when the researchers observes the utterances produced by the informant when they communicate with others. Interview is used to seeking the information related to the terms of address (the terms of address, factors considered in determining and using terms of address, and the traditional authority of giving and using the terms of address).
The data sources in this research are the spoken utterances as a primary data. These utterances are used by the native speakers of Lampungese language in their daily life communication. To determine that the spoken utterances as the sources of the data, the utterances should meet these criteria: (1) spoken utterances are actual language (parole) as individual system realization; (2) spoken utterances descriptively and empirically fulfill the language; (3) oral utterances of Lampungese language are still used as a means of communication and interaction of native speakers of Lampungese in their daily life. In collecting the data, the researchers determine some criteria of the native speakers of Lampungese; (1) the speaker is old enough and healthy (not senile) (2) the speaker is native speaker of Lampungese language; (3) the speaker has a good language ability; (4) the speaker is an indigeneous resident in the target research location. The selected informants consist of two groups; a group of traditional authority leaders and a group of ordinary community. Both groups use Lampungese language. A group of traditional authority leaders is selected based on the assumption that they have insight, know the terms of address, traditional authority in addressing someone, and rules of giving and using the terms of address in Lampungese language. Lampungese community groups are assumed as a real user of terms of address in Lampungese language in their daily communication. The total number of informants interviwed are 100 persons. Furthermore, in data analysis technique, componential analysis was used. The data of terms of address collected were compared one to another, and the results of the comparison became the distinctive feature. This semantic distinctive features are the speech components which become the external and social factors that underlie the emergence of terms of address. Those factors also become the distinctive feature of each term of address used by the speaker. Factors are adjusted to determined factors in Lampung community culture. Those factors are gender (male/female), age (older younger, same age (1, 2 , 3, 4, etc.), courtesy title (customary institutions, marital status, birth order), family descent (ordinary family, religious family, noble family, or non noble family), level of formalities (intimate or regular), situation of conversation (formal atau informal), the purpose of conversation, intimate, and spiritual.
III. RESULT AND DISCUSSION

A. The Form of Terms of Address in Abung Lampungese Language
Based on the data of the research, the Abung Lampungese Language speakers groups are part of Lampung society who use Abung Lampungese Language. This group has unique and varied terms of address compared to others Lampungese speakers. It is classified into kinship's terms of address and non kinship's terms of address. The rules of using the terms of address are varied. They depend on gender, generation, family's environment, level of relationship, situation of conversation, the origin of title, the differences in courtesy title degree, differences of birth order, spiritual, and intimate terms of addressing someone. The following explanations are the term of address used in Abung Lampungese society.
Kinship's Terms of Address
In the terms of address, these terms are classified into kinship's terms of address caused by blood and marriage.
The Form of Kinship's Terms of Address Caused by Blood/Descent
The kinship's terms of address used for interlocutor who have blood relations Abung Lampungese society are adjusted according to gender, generation level, origin of family environment, level of relationship, situation of conversation, origin of term, origin of title, differences in traditional authority levels, differences in birth order, differences of age level, terms of address in religious stuff, and intimate terms of addressing someone, as shown in the following table. Bapak (father)
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The terms of address used by the ego (speaker), the generation 0 to the parents (father), male, and generation +1 (above ego) The terms of address used by ego to great grandfather, generation +3 (above ego), male or female, are Buyut, Teludan, Tuyuk. Tuyuk Ragah can be the alternative to address the great grandfather while to address great grandmother, Tuyuk Sebai can also be used. The terms of address used by the ego to the great-great grandfather, generation +4 (above ego), for both male and female are the same; Canggah dan Taring.
The terms of address used by ego to uncle and aunt, generation +1 (equal to father and mother) are determined by gender. 
To address both niece and nephew, the terms of address used are Adẻk, Jejuluk, Nakan, Naken, and Nama diri. Adẻk is used to address married nephew/niece, while Jejuluk is used to address single nephew/niece. Nakan and Naken means niece or nephew. Nama diri is the niece/nephew's own name. as an example, if the nephew's name is Nurdin, he then will be addressed as Nurdin.
The terms of address used by the ego to cousins (children from father/mother's siblings) are Adẻk, Abang Acik, Adik, Adin, Gusti, jejuluk, Kiay, Kanjeng, Patih, Rateu, Ratu, Ses, Nama diri (proper name). The way they address cousins are similar to when they address siblings and it should be based on birth order. It is determined by gender, age status, marital status.
The terms of address to cousins are determined by male gender are adẻk, Abang, Adik, Adin, Jejuluk, Kanjeng, Kiay, Patih, Rateu, Ratu, Nama diri (proper name), and similar to addressing siblings. The terms of address to female cousins are Adẻk, Adik, Acik, Gusti, Jejuluk, Kanjeng, Kiay, Rateu, Ratu, Ses, Nama diri (proper name), and similar to addressing siblings.
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The terms of address to cousins determined by age status are distinguished into younger than ego, older than ego, same age with ego. Those terms of address are Abang (older than ego), Adik (younger than ego), and Nama diri/ proper name (same age with ego).
The terms of address used by ego to his children are Adẻk, Anak, Bagus, jejuluk, Nak, Nama diri (proper name), Nduk, Sayang, and based on the order of birth. The terms of address to the children are determined by the birth order, marital status, and intimate terms of address. For example, the terms of address Abang, Kanjeng, Kiay are used based on the birt of order.
Jejuluk dan Adẻk are determined based on the marital status. Bagus is the intimate terms of address for boy and Nduk is the intimate terms of address for girl. Sayang is the intimate terms of address for both boy and girl.
Terms of address used by ego to address grandson or granddaughter are Adẻk, Jejuluk, Nama diri (proper name), Sayang, dan Uppu. Those terms of address are determined by the marital status and intimate terms of address. Jejuluk is used to address unmarried/single grandson/granddaughter and Adẻk to address married grandchildren. The term of address used for intimate terms is Sayang.
Kinship's Terms of Address Due to Marriage
The terms of address used by the ego to her husband are Abang, Adẻk, Ajo, Ayah, Bang, Kanjeng, Kiay, Papah, similar to the terms of address used in the husband's family, similar to the terms of address used by their children, and Sayang. The terms of address to husband are determined by the traditional authority terms of address. It depends on their fondness as a couple. Some will address their husband similarly to the terms of address used in the husband's family and others will address their husband similarly to the terms of address used by their children. Besides, some will address their husband sayang as the intimate terms of address.
Terms of address used by ego to address wife are Adek, Adẻk, Adik, Dek, Mamah, Ibu, proper name (nama diri), similar to the terms of address used in the wife's family, similar to the terms of address used by their children and Sayang (dear/honey, etc). The terms of address used for wife are usually determined by traditional authority terms of address.
The terms of address used by ego to address father and mother in-laws are similar to the terms of address used in the husband/wife's family. For example, when the children of father and mother in-law address their parents Abah/Papah/Ayah/Ibeu/Umi, then the ego will address his/her father/mother in-law the same way.
Besan means people whose children are married to each other. The terms of address used by ego to address his/her besan are Sabai, Sada, Adẻk, and based on the level of courtesy title. Sabai is used to address to male besan, while Sada is used to address female besan. Beside Sabai dan Sada, Adẻk and gelar jenjang adat also can be used to address both male and female besan. As the example, Adẻk besan whose title is Ratu Syah Alam, then the ego will address his besan, Ratu syah Alam.
The proper terms of address based on birth order is used to address both brother-in-law and sister-in-law. Kanjeng, Gusti, Rateu (the first in birth order), Kiay (the second in birth order), Daying (the third in birth order) etc are the terms of address used based on birth order. The terms of address used to address brother-in-law and sister-in-law should be based on the traditional authority level; Suttan (1 st level), Tuan (2 nd level), Pengiran (3 rd level), etc. In determining the terms of address, the status of both speakers should be appropriate. For example, the younger one will address the older addressee with Kiay atau Kanjeng. The older one will address the younger addreseee with Adik or proper name.
The terms of address used to address son-in-law or daughter-in-law are Adẻk, Matew, proper name, based on the level of courtesy title and based on the name of first son-in-law (the name of first grandchild from father/mother-in-law). The term of address Adẻk is owned bya the son-in-law after he get the courtesy title since he is already married. For example, his previous proper name is Zainudin, after he get married, he becomes Pengiran Sakti, then he will be addressed Pengiran Sakti. Sapaan Matew berarti Menantu. This term of address can be used for son-in-law and daughter-in-law.
Non-Kinship Term of Address
Non-kinship terms of address are classified into non-kinship same ethnic and non-kinship same ethnic. The terms of address in these two groups are also classified into stranger interlocutor and familiar interlocutor.
Terms of Address to the Same Ethnic Interlocutor
The terms of address to the same ethnic interlocutor are divided into a stranger interlocutor and familiar interlocutor from the same ethnic.
(
1) Stranger Interlocutor from the same ethnic
In general, the terms of address used to the stranger interlocutor with same etnic depend on the gender and the age of interlocutor. The common terms of address used are Buya, (bapak), Ibeu (ibu), Datuk/Atu' (kakek), Nyaik/Atu (nenek), Kiay (the interlocutors are the same age or little bit older than the speaker), Adik/Adek (the interlocutors are younger than the speaker), and Nak/Anak (child).
(2) Familiar Interlocutor from the same ethnic To address familiar interlocutor from the same ethnic, the speaker will use the same terms off address as used in addressing relatives. (See the previous terms of address)
The Non-Kinship Terms of Address to Interlocutor from Different Ethnic
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Non-kinship terms of address are classified into non-kinship different ethnic and non-kinship different ethnic. The terms of address in these two groups are also classified into stranger interlocutor and familiar interlocutor.
1) Stranger interlocutor from different ethnic
The speaker will consider the gender and the age of the stranger interlocutor from different ethnic by using common terms of address such as Bapak, Pak 
Intimate Terms of Address
This termsae used to express deep love and care to the interlocutor. The Abung Lampungese society use Bagus, Nduk, and Sayang. Bagus is used by the parents to son and by the grandparents to grandson or great-grandson. Nduk is used by the parents to daughter and by the grandparents to granddaughter or great-granddaughter. Sayang is used by the parents and grandparents to son and daughter, grandchildren, and great-grandchildren. Sayang is also used by the husband to wife or vice versa.
The Form of Term of Reference
The Form of Term of Reference is used to address blood-related relative interlocutors. Suttan
Terms of Reference based on Types Pronoun
Abung Lampungese society follows a traditional authority called Pepadun. There is social stratification which will determine the responsibilities, functions, and roles of given courtesy title adé k in Abung Lampungese society. This courtesy title is given to married person who is able to hold special ceremonial called gawei mepadun (the highest ceremonial in Lampungese traditional Authority). This adé k courtesy title determines the term address used. This courtesy title applies to both male and female. The terms of address stratification in courtesy title are 
B. The Rules for the Use of Terms of Address of Lampungese Language Speaker
The use of terms of address in Lampungese language is based on its rules. Those rules includes gender, origin of the family environment, origin of heredity, birth order, courtesy title, age status, religious title, situation of conversation, and purpose of using terms of address factors. The following is a description of each of the rules.
a) The gender factor of the speech actor will determine the use of the terms of address. The terms of address to address male may be different with female. For example, the only term used to address the eldest brother is Kanjeng, while the terms of address used to address the eldest sister are Kanjeng, Gusti, or Ratu.
b) The origin of the family environment must be considered by the speech participants. The noble family environment will use different term sof address compared to ordinary or non noble family; asal lingkungan keluarga Penyimbang family will use different terms of address compared to non Penyimbang (the traditional authority leader) family, the origin of the family who has been to Mecca as pilgrims will be different compared to the family who has not been to Mecca as pilgrims, etc. c) In determining the terms of address in Lampungese traditional authority, the origin of descent should be carefully noticed. The speakers from noble class Penyimbang Adat will use different terms of address to ordinary descent people. The origin of parents will also determine the usage of terms of address. For example, the siblings from father's line will be called Lebew/Lebu, while the siblings from mother's line will be called Batangan.
d) The birth order will determine the terms of address used, role, right, obligation and responsibilities to the one who use that term of address. The terms of address used for the first child will be different to the terms of address used for the second child, etc. The eldest boy will be addressed Kanjeng. Kanjeng will play a role as the replacement/representative of father in deciding things or making decision in the family when the father is absent. Besides, he has the right to stay in his parents' house forever and get all of the inheritance of the parents. Kanjeng must protect and help his younger siblings both in household and his siblings' needs. Kanjeng are responsible of his siblings' welfare, harmony and survival. e) In using the terms of address, the courtesy title determines the status, role, right, and responsibilities possed by the person concerned. The courtesy title from marital status (married or not) will have different rules in its use. The courtesy title for unmarried/single person is called Juluk/Jejuluk, while the title for married person is called Adé k/Adok. There is another courtesy titles of traditional authority institution which has different stages, these stages will determine the terms of address.
f) Age will determine the terms of address. Older people will have different terms of address from younger or of the same age people. g) Religious title must be considered since it is used to respect, it also distinguishes one's status in the conversation and it gives roles to the speech actor. Those who has been to Mecca as pilgrims are highly respected, they are called jaji to show the respect. Those who work in religious sector (Qur'an teacher, imam in mosque, and chief) will be addressed with certain terms of address to distinguish them from others. It also shows the respect. h) In using the terms of address, the situation of the conversation should be considered. In formal situation, especially in traditional ceremony, the use of terms of address in courtesy title, both Adé k/adok from marital status and Adé k/adok from institution of traditional authority, must be prioritized. While in informal situation, the term of address is adjusted to the habits occurred in the family or the society concerned.
i) The function or the purpose of the using of terms of address must be taken into account. The term of address used to respect someone is different from the term of address used to express love, etc.
IV. CONCLUSION
The terms of address of Lampungese Language includes 1) the terms of address in kinship, based on the relationship and descent of the marriage bond; 2) non-kinship terms of address, interlocutor from same ethnic, stranger from same ethnic, new people from same ethnics, colleagues from same ethnic, other ethnicities, new people from other ethnic groups, colleagues from other ethnicities; 3) terms of address from family's environment; religious family, ordinary family, noble family; 4) intimate terms of address; 5) terms of address of saying something; 6) terms of address in birth order; 7) term of address in courtesy title, includes level or the stage in traditional authority, term of address in marital status (Jejuluk/Juluk, Adẻk/Adok); 8) religious/ spiritual terms of address; 9) terms of address in pronouns; and 10) terms of address in proper name.
The factors of the terms of adress rules and norms in Lampungese are 1) relative or non relative, 2) generation, 3) sex and gender, 4) age, 5) birth order, 6) the origin of family's environment, 7) marital status, 8) the level or the stage of traditional authority, 9) religious or spiritual, 10) ethnic, 11) situation of conversation, 12) the purpose of the conversation.
